The Leading Model for Guiding Policy with Economic and Fiscal Impacts
Tax-PI is the only widely-available model that shows both the dynamic economic and fiscal effects of policies. Decisionmakers rely on Tax-PI to demonstrate the economic and fiscal impacts of policy on local and state budgets. As a result,
Tax-PI informs and guides policy decisions based on their economic and fiscal impact, such as:
 State and Local Tax Changes

 State and Local Fiscal Budgets

 Education and Infrastructure Investments

Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) was founded in 1980 on a transformative idea: government decision-makers
should test the economic effects of their policies before they’re implemented. Our experience and development efforts
have resulted in a comprehensive model that answers “what if…?” questions about your economy.

what does REMI say?
Meet the corporations that trust
REMI’s peer reviewed software for
their policy modeling needs:


Washington State Legislature



Alaska Department of Revenue



New York State Division of the
Budget



National Education Association



Louisiana Department of
Revenue



Illinois Department of
Commerce



Texas Legislative Budget Board



Massachusetts Department of
Revenue

REMI users trust the credible analysis of the economic and fiscal impacts to
their economy using Tax-PI to validate local, state, and regional policy
changes.
Dynamic Evaluations
The credible economic and fiscal impacts producing using Tax-PI gives
decision-makers the confidence to enact state, local, and regional policies.
Customized Models
Every model is custom-made and fully equipped with the complete interindustry relationships found within your local, state, and regional economies.
Intuitive Software
Tax-PI is a desktop application with extensive user service and support
functions, offering unlimited assistance and training from REMI.
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